
BERNSTEIN'S THEOREM FOR BANACH SPACES

ROBERT WELLAND

This paper contains a Banach space generalization of Bernstein's

Theorem. An absolutely monotonic (/(n)^0, n — 1, 2, • • ■ ) real valued

/unction 0/ a real variable is real analytic.

For some background on this theorem, see S. Bernstein [l], D. V.

Widder [5], or R. Boas [2].

We first present some definitions. We denote a Banach space over

the reals by E; U is an open subset of E; / is a real valued function

whose domain is U and Dk/X denotes the &th derivative of/evaluated

at x where & = 0, 1, 2, • • •   [4].

A function/ is analytic at x in U if there exists r>0 such that the

Taylor series for /at *

/(z) = £ D%(z - x)k/k\
k=0

converges to/for ||z—x\\ <r, where (z — x)k = (x — z, x — z, • ■ • , x — z)

is an element of Ek [6]. This is not the definition given in [6] of

analyticity but it is shown there to be equivalent.

Let C be a convex cone [3] in E. We say C is regular if there exists

a number M>0 such that z in E implies there exists a p in C such

that \\p\\ ^Afj|z|| and p+zEC. The positive cone in any topological

vector lattice has this property.

Lastly, if/ is a C°° function in U (all derivatives exist at every point

of U and as functions of x in U are continuous), then we say that/ is

absolutely monotonic relative to C if

D%(pi, Pi, ■ ■ -,Pk) £ 0

for every x in U and (pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pk) in Ck, k = 1, 2, • •

Theorem 1. Let Ebea Banach space over the reals which has a regular

positive cone C. I// is a real valued Cx-/unction defined on an open sub-

set U 0/ E and if / is absolutely monotonic relative to C, then f is analytic.

Proof. Because translation is analytic and because its inverse

exists and is analytic, we can assume that OEU and have only to

show the Taylor series converges to / in a neighborhood of 0.

Taylor's formula, when the domain and range are Banach spaces

[4], is_
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fix) = fiO) + DfoiO) + ■■■+-— £>4_1/0(0)"_1 + Riix),
ik — 1)1

where

&*) = TT^T, fa- t)k~1D"ftxix)kdt;
ik — 1)1 J 0

so we must show that Riix) converges uniformly to 0 in some ball

BT= {x: ||a:|| gr}, r>0.

First we prove two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Suppose P = (px, p2, ■ ■ ■ , pk)ECk, suppose pEC and

suppose that x is an arbitrary element of E. Then

(1) Sis) = Dkfx+spiP)

is a nondecreasing nonnegative function of s for every k = 0, 1, ■ ■

Proof. We have only to apply the chain rule to the right-hand side

of 1 to obtain

g'is) = V°+1U.Pip, P)^Q

where ip, P) = (p, pu pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk).

Lemma 2. Let x be any arbitrary point in E and let p be an element

of C such that p +x E C. Then

(2) | D"ftxix)k |   f£ DkfUz)k

for k = 0, 1,2, • • •   and z = p+x+p.

Proof. We begin by observing that C is convex so that (x.+p)/2

+P/2EC; because 2cGC for every c in C, we have zEC. Next

k

| D%ix + p-p)"\   =s E CrDftxiix + p)k~\ pr) = Dftxiz)\

where the C* are the binomial coefficients. Here we have used the

facts that Dkf is fc-linear and symmetric [4]. Now applying Lemma 1

to the function

gis) = Dkf{i_B)tx+stxiz)k = Dkftx+,2tpiz)k,

we find that

Dkftxiz)k ̂  DkfUz)k.

This completes the proof.
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We now complete the proof of the theorem.

Because/ is continuous at 0, there exists constants K>0 and r>0

such that |/(*)| ^K whenever xEB2(M+i)r.

Let * be an arbitrary element of Br. Choose pEC such that

x+pEC and ||p|| ^ Af||x||. By Lemma 2, we have that

(3) | R[(x) I  ^ R{(z).

Applying Lemma 2 with x = z and p=z/2, yields

(4) 2~kR[(z) g Rfk(2z).

Since ||2z||=2||* + 2p||^2(r + 2M), \f(2z)\ <K. Now f(2z)=a
+R{(2z), a^O; this implies R[(2z)^K. Putting this together with

3 and 4, we see that | R{(x) | fS 2~kK for every x in Br.

If Ei and E2 are Banach spaces with convex cones Ci and C2 respec-

tively, then we say /: U—>E2 is absolutely monotonic relative to

(Ci, C2) if

Dkfr(pi, pi, ■ ■ ■ , pk) E C2

whenever (pu p2, ■ ■ ■ ,pk)EC\.

Define the adjoint cone of C2 by

C* = {y* E C% :y*(y) ^ 0 for all y in C2},

where E* is the dual of E2.

Theorem 2. Let Ei and E2 be Banach spaces with regular cones G

and C2, respectively. Let U be an open subset o/ Ei and /: U^>E2 a C°°-

function which is absolutely monotonic relative to (Ci, C2). 1/ C* is a

regular cone, then / is an analytic function in U.

Proof. Let y* be an arbitrary element in E* such that ||y*|| :S1.

Because C* is a regular cone there exists a constant 5 independent

of y* and a point p* in Cj such that y*+p*ECt and \\p*\\ ̂ 5||y*||.

Let y*+p* = z*. Now when v*EC*, v*Qf satisfies the hypotheses of

the previous theorem so that

|*r7(*)|   ^2~kK\\v*\\

for all * in BT. However, Rkv*J(x) =y*R{(x) = (z*-p*)R.l(x); so that

\\Rfk(x)\\ =   sup   | y*R{(x) |   :g 2^(25 + 1).

I do not know to what extent the regularity conditions on the cones

in Theorem 2 are necessary.
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